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A B S T R A C T

The context of medical conditions is an important feature to consider when processing clinical narratives. NegEx 
and its extension ConText became the most well-known rule-based systems that allow determining whether a 
medical condition is negated, historical or experienced by someone other than the patient in English clinical text. 
In this paper, we present a French adaptation and enrichment of FastContext which is the most recent, n-trie 
engine-based implementation of the ConText algorithm. We compiled an extensive list of French lexical cues by 
automatic and manual translation and enrichment. To evaluate French FastContext, we manually annotated the 
context of medical conditions present in two types of clinical narratives: (i) death certificates and (ii) electronic 
health records. Results show good performance across different context values on both types of clinical notes (on 
average 0.93 and 0.86 F1, respectively). Furthermore, French FastContext outperforms previously reported 
French systems for negation detection when compared on the same datasets and it is the first implementation of 
contextual temporality and experiencer identification reported for French. Finally, French FastContext has been 
implemented within the SIFR Annotator: a publicly accessible Web service to annotate French biomedical text 
data (http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator). To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of a Web-based 
ConText-like system in a publicly accessible platform allowing non-natural-language-processing experts to 
both annotate and contextualize medical conditions in clinical notes.   

1. Introduction and background

Health organizations store different kinds of medical notes within
Electronic Health Records (EHRs). These notes often include unstruc-
tured elements (free text) that represent valuable information for med-
ical research [20]. Therefore, the natural-language-processing 
community has developed automatic systems to detect clinical condi-
tions and extract valuable knowledge from EHRs to facilitate: decision 
support [37], identification of patient cohorts [42], surveillance [21], 
etc. However, in order to extract the best outputs (selection of patients, 
prediction, decision) from EHRs, it is important to determine the context 
of the annotated clinical conditions. Indeed, it is not enough to detect a 
particular disease within the text, but a system shall also distinguish 
between a negated and an affirmed occurrence. Similarly, a patient 

might be excluded from a cohort if its record exhibits a condition that 
does actually concern a relative (e.g., parents). For this reason, re-
searchers have proposed several methods to detect the context of 
–already annotated– clinical conditions, especially for English medical
texts [7,22,40,19]. In this work, we have two objectives: (i) to propose
an efficient equivalent system for French clinical text data (ii) to make it
easily accessible and usable by the French medical community without
any natural-language-processing expertise.

NegEx was, in 2001, one of the first reported systems to detect the 
context of clinical conditions [7]. It was originally developed to identify 
negated conditions in English discharge summaries and radiology re-
ports. It uses a simple regular expression algorithm based on lexical cues 
(trigger terms, pseudo-trigger terms, and termination terms).1 The system by 
default considers a condition affirmed, and marks it negated if it appears 
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1 The ConText/FastContext algorithms and their different types of lexical cues will be presented in Section 2.1.
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that allows fast execution of lexicon-based systems. FastContext has 
outperformed previous implementations of ConText. The n-trie-based 
engine of FastContext, implemented in Java,2 consistently leads to gains 
in accuracy as the rule- set increases in size. Another important aspect of 
FastContext is its explicit externalized rules feature (i.e., the rules can be 
defined in a file separate from the implementation) that allows faster 
adaptation and reusability. 

Regarding semantic annotation workflows to annotate French 
biomedical data with terminologies or ontologies, there are no open and 
public solutions available, despite of some research tools developed by 
Rouen University Hospital and since transferred to private companies (e. 
g., [38]). In the context of the Semantic Indexing of French biomedical 
Resources (SIFR) project, our group develops the SIFR Annotator 
(http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator) to address the lack of off-the-shelf 
openly and easily accessible semantic annotation systems for French 
[23,45,47]. This service was significantly enhanced and customized for 
French,3 but is originally based on the National Center for Biomedical 
Ontology (NCBO) Annotator (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotat 
or) [24]: a web service allowing to use available biomedical ontologies 
for annotating datasets automatically. The annotator service processes 
raw textual descriptions, tags them with relevant biomedical ontology 
concepts and returns the annotations to the users in several formats such 
as JSON-LD, RDF or BRAT. The SIFR Annotator uses 30 standard ter-
minologies and ontologies collected in the SIFR BioPortal, a local 
instantiation of the NCBO technology [36,50] dedicated to French.4 

With the objective of proposing a complete ConText-capable semantic 
annotation workflow for French clinical notes, we have integrated 
French FastContext within the SIFR Annotator workflow as will be 
explained later. In this paper, we will focus solely on evaluating the 
context detection performance on a set of pre-identified entity annota-
tions and not the performance of named entity recognition of SIFR 
Annotator, which has been evaluated thoroughly [47]. 

The SIFR Annotator not only identifies entities but also performs 
entity linking (normalisation) by associating explicit ontology classes to 
entities. Dalloux et al. also offer an online demonstrator or their system 
[12], however documentation is lacking, and the examples provided are 
non-functional, contrarily to our production-ready system. There have 
been more complex systems for the fine grained detection of experiencer 
[27,39] and time expressions [44,25,18], however their scope, objec-
tives and use-cases are much broader than the type of detection ConText 
performs: they identify precise time expressions, dates and temporal 
relations, while ConText provides a very rough classification. The main 
use-case for ConText annotation is clearly for document indexing and 
classification rather than more advanced tasks such as de-identification 
of clinical text. There are in fact clinical deployments of our system that 
are used alongside HeidelTime for complementary purposes [33]. 

The evaluation of French FastContext was challenging due to the lack 
of a French gold standard and to the difficulty of accessing clinical data 
in general. If a few gold standard datasets have been produced for 
negation detection in English [49] and Spanish [28], there are no similar 
corpora for the French language. The sentences annotated in [8] and 
[16] are of restricted access, inaccessible to us for privacy-related re-
strictions. Therefore, with the collaboration of the HEGP hospital and
agreement of the INSERM CépiDC department, we manually annotated
the context of thousands of medical conditions in French clinical nar-
ratives. Wu et al have proved that negation detection performance suf-
fers when there is no in-domain development [51]: a system performing

2 The java implementation of FastContext is available in https://github. 
com/jianlins/FastContext .  

3 A paper detailing the implementation and evaluation of the SIFR Annotator 
is currently under preparation. The reader can nevertheless refer to [23], [45].  

4 Since 2019, the generic NCBO BioPortal technology is branded as the 
OntoPortal technology and jointly developed by the OntoPortal Alliance (http 
s://ontoportal.org), under the guidance of Stanford University. 

under the scope of a modifier (e.g., “no sign of”, “absence of”, “is ruled 
out”). Besides its simplicity, this algorithm is fast and effective. Subse-
quent research adopted two main types of negation detection methods 
for health narratives: Methods in the first category followed NegEx’s 
idea using lexical cues [14], developed syntactic techniques based on 
part-of-speech tags and dependency trees [11], or combined both lexical 
cues and manually constructed grammar rules [22]. Methods in the 
second category used machine learning techniques such as Decision 
Trees [40], Conditional Random Fields or Support Vector Machines 
[32]. Machine Learning methods need annotated training data, which 
are usually difficult to get in clinical or medical environments. 
Furthermore, a comparative study has evaluated NegEx and two ma-
chine learning-based systems on the same dataset and concluded NegEx 
was more effective [17]. Wu et al reported that both categories are 
highly dependent on the clinical texts being evaluated [51]. Therefore, 
one may often prefer rule-based systems since they may be easily 
adapted to different corpora. 

Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, NegEx has been adapted to at 
least four other European languages: Swedish [43], Spanish [9], French 
[13] and German [8,10]. Porting NegEx to these languages consisted 
mainly in translating its English lexical cues. In 2009, NegEx’s successful
approach was extended to detect temporality and experiencer of clinical
conditions (always in English texts) with the development of the 
ConText [19] system. It offers new lexical cues to detect whether a
condition is historical, hypothetical or experienced by someone other 
than the patient. At the same time, the authors improved negation 
detection with new lexical cues. The ConText system has been also 
ported to Swedish [48] and Dutch [3] but not to French. Moreover,
NegEx/ConText has sometime been connected to English annotation 
systems so that they may both automatically identify the conditions and
their contexts e.g., [6], however, we do not know any such integration
for the French language, especially within a publicly accessible 
platform.

Regarding the French language, the previous NegEx adaptation ob-
tained performance results comparable to the English version [13]. The 
authors’ list of French lexical cues is available to the community, we 
therefore used it as a baseline in our development. However, this list 
contains a limited number of terms (2 7 0) and indeed, concerned only 
one context–negation–and did not cover temporality and experiencer. 
More recently, Garcelon et al. proposed another system to detect the 
context of clinical conditions in their systematic indexing/search of the 
Paris Necker Hospital’s data warehouse [16]. In addition to negation, 
the authors compiled French lexical cues to detect family-related con-
ditions. Their system is quite specific as it filters out negated and family- 
related conditions only in the context of the hospital’s full-text search 
engine. Still, we used their released lexical cues to enrich our systems. A 
first version of our system, called French ConText, porting the entire 
ConText algorithm to French was released at the end of 2017 [2]; 
however this was an experimental prototype which was relying on an 
older (now deprecated) and less performant implementation. Beyond 
approaches to French context detection based on lexical cues, there is a 
significant body of work of context detection with more sophisticated 
linguistic approaches or supervised machine learning. Although cue- 
based approaches are very efficient for morphologically poor lan-
guages such as English, their ability to generalize their detection to 
morphological variations in more morphologically diverse languages 
like French is poorer (short of enumerating all possible variations of 
trigger terms). Dalloux et al. [12] propose a negation detection system 
based on a supervised approach (BiLSTM), which offers joint entity and 
negation detection performance of up to 76%. 

In 2018, FastContext [41], a new implementation of ConText, was 
introduced. This implementation benefits from revised n-trie structures 
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2. Materials and methods

In this section, we first present the original ConText algorithm. Then,
we describe its adaptation to the French language and its integration 
within the SIFR Annotator. Finally, we present the preparation and 
annotation of the gold standard corpora. 

2.1. The ConText algorithm and FastContext implementation 

We have used FastContext [41], a state-of-the-art implementation of 
the ConText algorithm, which is based on an n-trie engine which runs 
two orders of magnitude faster and is far less sensitive to rule set size 
compared to other implementations [19]. FastContext supports exter-
nalized rules that can be modified explicitly without any need for further 
code-level changes. In the domain of clinical information extraction, we 
typically deal with three or four different types of contextual cues. The 
Java implementation of FastContext includes a comprehensive set of 
1322 rules refined from the original ConText rule set, supplemented by 
rules contributed from other resources [41], as well as rules designed by 
the FastContext developers. These rules cover four types of contextual 
cues: negation, certainty, temporality and experiencer. For each type of 
context, the cues may be one of (default values are presented in italic):  

– Negation: affirmed or negated;
– Certainty: certain or uncertain;
– Temporality: recent, historical or hypothetical;
– Experiencer: patient or non-patient.

By default, a medical condition is considered as affirmed, certain,
recent and patient. However, the contextual values may change if the 
condition falls within the scope of a modifier (also called a trigger term). 
For instance, in the sentence “the patient has no sign of melanoma,” the 
underlined condition will be negated by ConText since it follows the 
modifier “no sign of”. For each non-default value, the ConText system 
maintains a separate list of modifiers. For instance, the term “denies” 
triggers the value negated, the term “history of” triggers the value his-
torical, while the term “mother’s” triggers the value non-patient. Velu-
pillai et al. [48] proposed a version of ConText considering even more 
complex contextual values.5 In this work, initially in 2017, we started 
from the original version of ConText [19] for its simplicity and avail-
ability of a Java implementation. In 2019, we moved to FastContext [41] 
as an implementation that has increased speed and accuracy.6 

The scope of each modifier is pre-defined as either forward (e.g., 
“denies”) or backward (e.g., “is ruled out”). This scope ends by default 
either at the end of the sentence (full stop) or by setting an explicit 
window size configuration i.e., the number of tokens that come after a 
concept. However, some terms can override this default termination and 
act as termination terms. For instance, the word “but” ends the scope of 
negation modifiers such as in the sentence: “no sign of melanoma but 
multiple common moles”. Finally, some expressions contain trigger 

terms but do not modify the context. For instance, the expression “no 
increase” contains a negation trigger term which is “no” but does not act 
as a modifier. In order to avoid false positives, the expression “no in-
crease” will be added to a list of pseudo-modifiers which will not change 
the default contextual values. In conclusion, the FastContext system is 
based on three categories of lexical cues:  

– Trigger terms: trigger a non-default contextual value of conditions
falling within their scope;

– Pseudo-trigger terms: contain modifiers and do not change the
context;

– Termination terms: end the scope of modifiers.

Adapting FastContext to the French language consisted in compiling
an equivalent French list of these lexical cues (as described Section 2.2) 
and adapting some of the regular expressions to French. Table 1 presents 
some examples of English lexical cues and their French counterparts as 
used in our French rule set: “term, scope/category, context(s).” 

2.2. Compilation of French lexical cues 

Our list of French lexical cues has been obtained through automatic 
translation, manual validation and enrichment with previously existing 
alternate French lists. We decided to combine both machine translation 
and human expertise in order to create a comprehensive list of French 
lexical cues. Indeed, if human expertise should lead to good precision, 
machine translation allows us to assist humans in finding new terms that 
they may not think of. From the beginning of the project, we have 
pursued two different strategies in creation of French lexical cues that 
we detail below, followed by a merging process at the end. 

2.2.1. Machine translation 
Phase I: In this phase, our plan was to translate 356 terms of the 

English version of ConText into French. English online machine trans-
lation services were used to translate all the terms. Firstly, six 
dictionary-based automatic translators were queried: Babla, Sensagent, 
CNRS-ISC, Colins, Linguee, Wordreference.7 Only the translated cues 
returned by at least three translators were kept. A prior study evaluated 
these translators for creating a sentiment lexicon and showed that a 
majority vote gives high-quality translation [1]. However, dictionary- 
based translators fail to handle compound terms (with multiple 
words). Therefore, a second list of French lexical cues was compiled 
using Google Translate. When several translations are proposed by 
Google Translate, we select only the first one which is the one with the 

Table 1 
Examples of English lexical cues and their French counterparts.   

English French 

Trigger terms “absence of , pre, neg” 
“is ruled out , post, neg” 
“history of , pre, hist” 
“mom , pre, exp” 

“absence de , pre ,neg” 
“a été écarté , post, neg” 
“antécédents de , pre, hist” 
“mère , pre, exp” 

Pseudo-trigger 
terms 

“without difficulty , 
pseudo, neg” 
“no history of , pseudo, 
hist” 

“sans difficulté , pseudo, neg” 
“pas d’antécédents de , 
pseudo, hist” 

Termination terms “although , termin, neg” 
“complains , termin, 
histexp” 

“cependant , termin, neg” 
“se plaint , termin, histexp”

5 For instance, the negation context accepts more values, such as: definite 
existence, definite negated, uncertain, probable existence, probable negated.  

6 We originally (2017) adapted an older Java version of ConText [19] 
(available at https://github.com/Blulab-Utah/ConText), and experienced 
numerous implementation issues, fixed later by FastContext. 

7 Respectively available at the following URLs: http://fr.bab.la/dictionnaire, 
http://dictionnaire.sensagent.leparisien.fr, http://dico.isc.cnrs.fr/, http 
s://www.collinsdictionary.com, http://www.linguee.fr.http://www.wordrefe 
rence.com 

well on a specific corpus may lead to poor results when applied to 
another corpus. Therefore, we decided to evaluate French FastContext 
on two different types of health narratives: (i) death certificates and (ii) 
clinical notes from EHRs. 

The remainder of this paper presents and discusses the adaptation 
and enrichment of FastContext to the French language, the integration of 
French FastContext within the SIFR Annotator workflow and its evalu-
ation on the chosen types of clinical narratives. 
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– S => Adj pour Verb  
– Adj => suffisant | satisfaisant
– Verb => écarter | rejeter | éliminer

In which S, Adj and Verb are variables and synonyms are terminals.
We grouped relevant French rules together and for each group we 
assigned several CFGs. After this semi-automatic processing, we ob-
tained 737 CFGs that generate 10,147 French lexical cues from the 1322 
initial English terms. 

2.2.2. Manual validation 
All the automatic translations have been checked, corrected and 

enriched manually by at least one bilingual biomedical text mining 
expert (among the authors). For instance, the English term “is ruled out” 
has been translated automatically to the French term “est écarté”. We 
validated this translation but also added a new one: “est éliminé”. 
Manual curation also consisted in adding different inflected forms from 
the automatically obtained translations (feminine/masculine, singular/ 
plural). For instance, the term “is ruled out” may be used either for a 
masculine or a feminine occurrence, which is not the case in French 
(masculine: “est écarté”/”sont écartés”, feminine: “est écartée”/“sont 
écartées”). 

For translations alternatives generated from phase I, we imple-
mented a dedicated web-based application to check (validate or delete) 
each automatic translation and generated alternative, as well as to add 
new translations or new corrected forms. At the end of this step, we 
automatically removed duplicates and obtained 574 manually validated 
French lexical cues. 

For translations generated from phase II, we set-up a Jupyter Note-
book to allow for the manual validation of generated translation alter-
natives –mainly deletion, and some additions or modifications of the 
CFGs. The CFG-based representation enabled the validator to perform 
quick corrections by directly modifying the rules and by applying 
changes to multiple rules simultaneously.8 After the validation step, we 
were left with 402 validated CFGs that generate 8,981 French lexical 
cues. 

2.2.3. Enrichment 
After manual validation of French lexical cues in phase I, our list of 

cues was enriched with the two previously available French lists cited in 
introduction [13,16]. We first, automatically compared our list with the 
two previous lists. We found that most of the terms from these two lists 
were already present in our own (with the same category and context). 
We then manually verified all the remaining cues that we did not already 
have. This process allowed us to enrich our list with new terms (such as: 
“élimine”) and new forms (such as the apostrophe: “aucun signe d’”). 
Our final phase I list contained 710 entries (negation: 470, possible: 134, 
experiencer: 72, historical: 42, hypothetical: 22).9 

The outputs of the phase I enrichment were directly merged to the 
outputs of phase II. Only 229 lexical cues were left and not already in 
phase II’s list. Because the format of the lists were not exactly the same 
(phase I was in ConText’s format were as phase II was in FastContext’s 
format) we had to:  

● Transform the possible cues into uncertain cues;
● Include default scope for each new added cues.

The final version of the French lexical cues consists of 10,147 French
lexical cues (negation: 7668, non-patient: 528, uncertain: 1234, histor-
ical: 628, conditional: 89) after removing duplicated terms in the 
merging phase. This final list is publicly available for reuse by the 
community at https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchFastContext 
.10 

2.3. Integration within the SIFR Annotator 

The US National Center for Biomedical Ontology offers a web service 
for text annotation with ontology concept [24]. This service originally 
designed for biomedical data was not very suitable for clinical text 
annotation. In order to add new functionalities to the NCBO Annotator, 
we have designed a proxy architecture that enables seamless extensions 
of any NCBO-like annotator service by pre-processing of the input text 
and parameters, and post processing of the annotations [46]. This proxy 
architecture has enabled us to integrate new features to both the SIFR 
and NCBO Annotator including contextualization, scoring, new output 
formats and coarse-grained semantic annotation (with UMLS Semantic 
Groups). For contextualization of recognized concepts, we have inte-
grated ConText [19] for English in the NCBO Annotator+, and French 
FastContext, presented here, in the SIFR Annotator [47].11 The SIFR 
Annotator is to the best of our knowledge the only openly available web 
service enabling both recognition and contextualization of concepts 
from 30 medical terminologies and ontologies in text. The incorporation 
of FastContext into the NCBO Annotator for English clinical text, much 
expected by BioPortal’s users, was a critical addition especially for 
hospitals installing the NCBO virtual appliance to locally process clinical 
text.12 

Automatic named entity recognition or semantic annotation (entity 
linking) of text is a prerequisite to the identification of clinical context, 
as modifiers are bound to particular concept mentions. Since the per-
formance of SIFR Annotator has been extensively evaluated [47] on 
currently available French clinical notes corpora i.e., Quaero [35] and 

8 The Jupyter Notebooks we used to semi-automate the generation of the 
French lexical cues for FrenchContext are publicly available and documented 
for reproduction here: https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchFastConte 
xt-CuesGeneration 

9 For archiving, this list is publicly available inside the French ConText code 
(see file ConTextFrench.java) : https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchCon 
Text  
10 The list is versioned to keep track of its evolution: the version presented in 

the paper and used for evaluation in Section 3 is v1.  
11 Respectively accessible at http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/ncbo_annotatorplus 

and http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator. 
12 Our contribution is also currently being integrated by our partner at Stan-

ford’s BMIR developing the original NCBO Annotator inside the NCBO Bio-
Portal (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotatorplus). 

highest likelihood of success. At the end of this step, we automatically 
obtained a first list of 809 French lexical cues. This list was used in the 
first version of our work, French ConText released in 2017 [2]. 

Phase II: In this phase, our plan was to translate the 1322 existing 
English terms available in the FastContext implementation. We started 
with a semi-automatic translation of all the English terms to French with 
help of Google Translate. This provided our first seed term translations. 
The number of tokens for each term varied between one to eight. A list of 
relevant synonyms was assigned for maximum 3 tokens of each term. We 
obtained the synonyms from different sources such as: (i) synonym re-
lations in Rezo-JDM [26], a French lexical-semantic network; (ii) French 
WordNet [4]; (iii) other available online synonym dictionaries, namely: 
Cnrtl (http://cnrtl.fr), synonymo (http://synonymo.fr), Crisco (http: 
//crisco.unicaen.fr) and DicSyn (www.dictionnaire-synonymes.com). 
We manually curated the translation and removed the unrelated syno-
nyms from the initial automatic generated lists. This simple strategy 
increased the possible number of translated terms. For instance, as for 
English term “adequate to rule out” we can have different valid French 
translations such as “suffisant pour ́ecarter”, “suffisant pour rejeter” and 
“suffisant pour éliminer”, “satisfaisant pour écarter”, “satisfaisant pour 
rejeter” and “satisfaisant pour éliminer”. For the purpose of simplicity, 
we designed a compact Context-Free Grammar (CFG) based represen-
tation for the generation of translation variants. For example:  

http://cnrtl.fr
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CéPIDC [34] (the latter in the context of the participation of SIFR 
Annotator in the CLEF eHealth 2017 challenge [45])13. In this paper, we 
focus on the evaluation of the context identification performance of 
FastContext alone (P/R/F1) on concepts already identified by SIFR 
Annotator. 

The SIFR Annotator workflow is composed of several steps: dictio-
nary creation from ontologies/terminologies, concept recognition, se-
mantic expansion (with concept-to-concept mappings and is-a 
hierarchy), and post-treatment of annotations. Since FastContext needs 
pre-annotated conditions, the contextual features have been added in 
the post-treatment step. Once the user text has been annotated, the new 
component splits the text into several sentences using the full stop, then 
applies French FastContext to each annotation with the sentence that 
contains this annotation as a parameter. Finally, the obtained contextual 
features are added to each annotation and formatted in the user’s 
requested outputs. 

Fig. 1 shows the SIFR Annotator user interface and the results ob-
tained on a concrete example. The input text is written in French, it can 
be translated as the following: “the patient has no sign of melanoma, 
even if his father had a history of skin cancer”. The results table shows 
the first annotation (melanoma) is negated, recent, and concerns the 
patient, while the second one (skin cancer) is affirmed, historical, and 
does not concern the patient. To reproduce this example with the web 
service use the following REST call:14

http://services.bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator/? 
text = Le%20patient%20n%27a%20aucun%20signe%20de%20 m%C3%A9lanome, 

%20bien%20que%20son%20p%C3%A8re%20a%20des%20ant%C3%A9c%C3% 
A9dents%20de%20cancer%20de%20la%20peau. 

&ontologies = MSHFRE 
&longest_only = true 
&exclude_numbers = false 
&whole_word_only = true 
&exclude_synonyms = false 
&expand_mappings = false 
&fast_context = true 
&score_threshold = 0 
&confidence_threshold = 0 
&lemmatize = false 
&semantic_groups = DISO 
&display_links = false&display_context = false 
&apikey = 1de0a270-29c5-4dda-b043-7c3580628cd5  

The SIFR Annotator user interface is mostly used as a demonstrator or by 
novice users. Indeed, the service is conceived to be called automatically 
using a web service application programming interface and can be 
plugged within data curation and annotations workflows. In addition, 
because access to clinical data is often restricted to hospital information 
systems only, we have designed a Docker-based implementation (https: 
//github.com/sifrproject/docker-compose-bioportal) of the whole sys-
tem that can be easily deployed locally; such as when used by the Uni-
versity European Hospital Georges Pompidou (HEGP). 

2.4. Evaluation method 

In order to assess the quality of French FastContext, we compiled a 
gold standard that associates each pre-tagged medical condition with its 
manually annotated contextual value. 

2.4.1. Data sources 
Since the type of the evaluation corpus has a huge influence of the 

context detection performance [51], we decided to evaluate French 
FastContext on two different types of health narratives:  

– Death certificates obtained from the CépiDC causes of death corpus
made available to the participants of CLEF eHealth 2017 task 1 [34].
This dataset contains 31,690 causes of death certificates as free-text
descriptions, in French, reported by physicians using ICD-10 codes.
Each document describes the death of only one person and is
composed of a list of short sentences. On average, each sentence
contains a little more than 8 words.

– Electronic health records (EHRs) obtained from the HEGP hospital
describing patients’ conditions and clinical reasoning. Data were
confined inside the hospital and accessed only by authorized experts.
The data in question contains around 4 million documents of various
medical sub-fields. The large number of documents allowed us to
extract more candidate sentences compared to the death certificates,
especially for the experiencer evaluation. The sentences extracted
from EHRs were also longer than those extracted from the death
certificates. On average, each sentence contains a little more than 16
words.

2.4.2. Data preparation 
For each data source, we semi-automatically created three test sets to 

evaluate each of the considered contexts (negation, certainty, tempo-
rality and experiencer). A first exploration of the data showed that most 
of the medical conditions were affirmed, recent and concerned the pa-
tient. Finding conditions with non-default contextual values was diffi-
cult due to their scarcity, which made the annotation time consuming. In 
order to augment the number of conditions with non-default contextual 
values, we adopted the following method:  

– First, we selected candidate sentences15 containing trigger terms and
the same number of sentences not containing any trigger terms. This
process allows us to improve the chance of finding negated, uncer-
tain, historical, hypothetical and non-patient related conditions in
the candidate sentences, while still being able to find new forms that
were not included in our trigger terms list. The authors of the
Swedish adaptation of NegEx [43] reported a similar method.

– Then, we used the SIFR Annotator to automatically annotate medical
conditions in the candidate sentences. We restricted the annotation
to keep only conditions tagged with a UMLS Semantic Type from the
Semantic Group “Disorders (DISO)” [29] but we did not use any
specific ontologies. For simplicity reasons, we kept only one condi-
tion per sentence –the first one appearing in the sentence–16 and
removed sentences without any annotated condition. The possible
impact of this choice on the evaluation results are discussed Section
4.

2.4.3. Manual annotation 
We manually annotated the context of each pre-tagged medical 

condition using the BRAT annotation tool (http://brat.nlplab.org). Each 
corpus was annotated by three human annotators. It is important to 
mention that the manual annotation only concerned the context of the 
automatically pre-tagged clinical conditions. Similarly, since the aim is 
only to evaluate French FastContext, the lexical cues that change the 
context of the medical conditions (‘no sign of’, ‘history of’, etc.) have not 

13 During the CLEF eHealth 2017 campaign, the SIFR Annotator obtained 
median results compared to the rest of the competitors; ahead of other 
knowledge-based systems but behind specifically tailored supervised learning 
systems. It is encouraging especially considering that we have not customized in 
any way the service to process these specific data.  
14 This web service call can be used “as this” for demo purposes. But for 

additional use of the SIFR Annotator we request users to register and use their 
own APIkey. See documentation here: http://data.bioportal.lirmm.fr/docu 
mentation and in [47]. 

15 The sentence segmentation was performed simply using full stops or 
newlines.  
16 The first that has been detected by the SIFR Annotator which is not 

necessarily the real first appearing condition in the sentence. 

http://services.bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator/
https://github.com/sifrproject/docker-compose-bioportal
https://github.com/sifrproject/docker-compose-bioportal
http://brat.nlplab.org
http://data.bioportal.lirmm.fr/documentation
http://data.bioportal.lirmm.fr/documentation


been annotated either. For more details about the annotation process, 
please visit the annotation guidelines that have been made publicly 
available.17 The whole process (data preparation and annotation) took a 
couple of weeks in order to compile a gold standard for both death 
certificates and EHRs. Additionally, the manual annotations of EHR data 
had to be done in-house on HEGP’s premises for data access security and 
privacy reasons. 

The annotators were asked to choose the appropriate contextual 
value for each pre-tagged medical condition. However, they observed 
that possible and hypothetical conditions are very rare in the annotated 
clinical narratives. Indeed, only 6 conditions were annotated as possible, 
while zero conditions were annotated as hypothetical. We decided to 
perform a bi-class evaluation only for each context (negated/affirmed, 
historical/recent, non-patient/patient) as previously conducted when 
evaluating NegEx/ConText-like systems [43,13]. Therefore, due to 
corpus limitations, we do not evaluate the performance of French 
FastContext in detecting uncertain and hypothetical conditions, even 
though the system is implemented to detect them. 

Table 2 presents the number of manually contextualized sentences 
within each test set. Each sentence contains only one medical condition 
detected automatically by the SIFR Annotator. We also present the Fleiss 
kappa [15] agreement observed for each dataset. 

3. Results

Using the manually annotated test sets presented above as gold
standards, we have evaluated French FastContext. In this section, we 

Fig. 1. SIFR Annotator user interface integrating the new contextual features. In this example, the target terminology is the French version of the Medical 
Subject Headings (MSHFRE) and the annotations are filtered to the ‘Disorders’ semantic group [29]. The semantic expansion (hierarchy and mapping) is not activated 
and only longest matches are kept. 

Table 2 
Number and repartition of the annotated sentences between the different 
contextual values, as well as the average number of words in each sentence. The 
number of sentences is equal to the number of conditions.   

Negated Affirmed Total Avg. 
# 
words 

Kappa 

Negation Death 
certificates 

40 990 1030 8 0.87  

Electronic 
health 
records 

145 855 1000 17 0.85   

Historical Recent Total Avg. 
# 
words 

Kappa 

Temporality Death 
certificates 

68 82 150 8 0.88 

Electronic 
health 
records 

86 214 300 16 0.84   

Non- 
patient 

Patient Total Avg. 
# 
words 

Kappa 

Experiencer Death 
certificates 
Electronic 
health 
records 

10 
133 

50 
167 

60 
300 

9 
16 

1 
0.68  

17 https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchConText/blob/master/Annotat 
ion%20Guidelines.md 

https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchConText/blob/master/Annotation%2520Guidelines.md
https://github.com/practikpharma/FrenchConText/blob/master/Annotation%2520Guidelines.md


4. Discussion

Here, we discuss the main limitations of this study, justify our choice
of the ConText algorithm as a starting point, provide an error analysis of 
French FastContext implementation and present future extensions. 

Evaluation: Even if the evaluation corpus considered two different 
types of clinical narratives, there are other specifications that may also 
influence the generalization of the presented results [51]. Hence, it is 
important to mention a few limitations regarding the evaluation corpus 
used in this work. First, our French FastContext system has been eval-
uated on only one type of medical entities (disorders). However, the 
SIFR Annotator is able to detect much more entities such as medications, 
procedures, anatomical components, etc. The choice of evaluating 
“disorders” has been motivated by the number of papers about clinical 

context detection that considered this type of medical entities (alone or 
among others) in their evaluation corpora [19,51,8,48], including the 
original version of ConText that has been evaluated only for symptoms 
and disorders. In addition, detecting disorders and conditions was 
actually the driving use case of our project with HEGP hospital, that 
have motivated this work: extracting pharmacogenomics knowledge 
from French EHRs to compare them to state-of-the-art knowledge pub-
lished in scientific articles and references databases [31]. Therefore, we 
have evaluated French FastContext for the most appropriate medical 
category (disorders) but significant additional work would be required 
to evaluate the applicability of our system to contextualize other types of 
medical entities e.g., drugs (“the patient is not treated by drug X yet”). 

Second, we have selected the candidate sentences in such a way as to 
have a balanced corpus where half of the selected candidate sentences 
should contain trigger terms and half of them should not. This willing 
selection made the class distribution of the evaluation corpus different 
from the class distribution in the original data –which might result in 
better performance measures. Indeed, the proportion of conditions 
having default contextual values (for example affirmed) is certainly 
higher in the original data. Therefore, the repartition of the annotated 
sentences between the different contextual values presented in Table 2 
concerns the evaluation corpus and is not representative of the source 
corpora used to generate it. The results presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5 are 
also influenced by the corpus development choices, but they still 
consider sentences that do not contain any of our trigger terms. More-
over, as explained Section 2.4.2, the annotation protocol only considers 
the first annotated concept in each sentence for the FastContext evalu-
ation, which may limit the relevance of the evaluation with regard to the 
quality of the termination terms: in complex sentences, we may miss 
errors that would occur on conditions mentioned later in the sentence 
due to a missing or incorrect termination term –but only when another 
condition explicitly recognized by the SIFR annotator would be in the 
sentence before. Plus, by picking up only one condition per sentence, our 
evaluation qualifies the capacity of the system to contextualize “condi-
tions” and not mixed “condition sentences”. 

Finally, we could not find uncertain or hypothetical conditions in the 
corpora we used. Therefore, we could not evaluate French FastContext 
in detecting uncertain and hypothetical conditions. HEGP hospital’s 
corpus of EHRs constantly grows with time as more data are anonymized 
and extracted from the medical information system [52]. We hope that a 
later evaluation would include sufficient amounts of uncertainty and 
hypothetical modifiers to enable this evaluation. 

Lexical cues: Third, despite our efforts to come with a generic list of 
lexical cues as good as possible, our experiments have shown that cus-
tomization of the list is often needed for a specific use case. For example, 
despite a few exceptions (e.g., ‘mère’ or ‘mere’ (for mother)), we have 

Table 3 
Comparative evaluation results between previous performance of French NegEx 
and our French FastContext system on both types of clinical narratives.     

Precision Recall F1 

Death Certificates French NegEx Negated 1 0.675 0.806 
Affirmed 0.987 1 0.993 

French 
FastContext 

Negated 0.923 0.900 0.911 
Affirmed 0.996 0.997 0.996  

Electronic Health 
Records 

French NegEx Negated 0.989 0.648 0.783 
Affirmed 0.901 0.999 0.947 

French 
FastContext 

Negated 0.916 0.759 0.830 
Affirmed 0.956 0.987 0.971  

Table 4 
Evaluation results of the temporality detection on both types of clinical 
narratives.    

Precision Recall F1 

Death Certificates Historical 0.898 0.841 0.869 
Recent 0.890 0.931 0.910 

Electronic Health Records Historical 0.986 0.692 0.814 
Recent 0.859 0.995 0.922  

Table 5 
Evaluation results of the experiencer detection on both types of clinical 
narratives.    

Precision Recall F1 

Death Certificates Patient 0.980 0.980 0.980 
Non-Patient 0.900 0.900 0.900 

Electronic Health Records Patient 0.761 0.927 0.836 
Non-Patient 0.905 0.705 0.792  

present results obtained in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure for 
each evaluated context (negation, temporality and experiencer). 

3.1. Negation 

Table 3 presents the results obtained by French FastContext and the 
previous adaptation to French of NegEx [13] on the same annotated 
sentences (obtained by using Déléger and al.’s trigger term list). French 
FastContext system obtains better F1-measures on both types of clinical 
narratives. Mainly, our system obtains better recall for the prediction of 
the negated class which means that it allows to find more negated 
conditions. This observation is clearly explained by the expanded list of 
lexical cues that we have compiled and used as described in Section 2.2. 
Furthermore, our results show slightly better performance than the 
English and Swedish versions of ConText one evaluated on different 
corpora. Indeed, these systems obtained between 0.80 and 0.82 F1- 
measures for the prediction of the negated class [43]. 

3.2. Temporality 

Table 4 presents the results obtained by French FastContext on the 
annotated temporality sentences. Between 0.81 and 0.92 F1-measure is 
very good results for a first implementation for French. Indeed, the 
original English ConText algorithm obtained around 0.76 F1-measure 
for the prediction of the historical class [19]. 

3.3. Experiencer 

Table 5 presents the results obtained by French FastContext on the 
annotated experiencer sentences. The reported F1-measures (between 
0.79 and 0.98) can be considered good results for a first implementation 
for French. In comparison, the original English ConText algorithm ob-
tained an F1-measure of 1.0 for the prediction of the non-patient class, 
but using a test set composed of only five conditions that have been 
annotated as experienced by someone other than the patient [19]. In our 
case, we have identified 360 conditions that are experienced by someone 
other than the patient. 



same segmentation tool used to evaluate the original ConText to make 
the comparison more accurate. 

Superimposed errors: We are presenting here the evaluation 
method for the performance of FastContext alone, independently from 
the concept recognition performance of SIFR Annotator, since we want 
an evaluation that is comparable to the original evaluation of FastCon-
text. Because errors compound geometrically on superimposed annota-
tion tasks (i.e., first recognizing concepts and then contextualizing 
them) means that any true or false positive in the concept identification 
automatically results in a true or false positive in the context detection 
evaluation. Consequently, the joint recognition performance is roughly 
equal to the product of the performance ratios (i.e., in percentage points 
of P, R or F1). In our previous extensive evaluation efforts of SIFR 
Annotator for concept identification [47], the concept recognition per-
formance varies between 50% F1 and almost 70% F1. For instance, if we 
then have a negation recognition performance of say 80% F1, we will get 
a combined performance of roughly 40% in the worst case and 56% in 
the best case. This fact must be kept in mind when assessing the results of 
the subsequent evaluation of French FastContext. 

Extensions: In this paper, we restricted our evaluation to medical 
annotations considered as disorders. It will be interesting to evaluate the 
ability of French FastContext to contextualize other annotations and to 
see if the current list of lexical cues can be generalized to other types of 
biomedical annotations. On another hand, some annotations do not have 
to be contextualized. For instance, medical devices or anatomy parts. 
Plus, some terminologies natively include some trigger terms (e.g., 
“aucun signe de” in SNOMED International v3.5) which makes no sense 
to contextualize. Even if these cases may be easily ignored, in the future, 
we will implement a way to remove them. Finally, we have been 
working on the development of a new entity recognition module based 
on the Unitex toolkit (http://unitexgramlab.org/). We are considering 
implementing FastContext in the form of Unitex graph patterns that will 
allow us to capture more intricate and precise contextual clinical 
information. 

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an adaptation and enrichment of Fast-
Context to the French language. The proposed system allows to detect 
negation, temporality and experiencer of already annotated clinical con-
ditions (and technically speaking, certainty too). The system has been 
evaluated on two types of clinical narratives and obtained comparable 
results to the English and the Swedish versions of ConText. When 
compared on the same datasets, French FastContext outperforms the 
currently available adaptation of NegEx to the French language due its 
extended list of French lexical cues. Furthermore, our system has been 
integrated in the SIFR Annotator in order to make it easily and publicly 
accessible for the biomedical community. This service can be accessed 
manually using a web user interface and automatically using a web 
service API. In addition, the SIFR Annotator can be deployed locally to 
process sensitive data in-house (thanks to Docker packaging). Our 
implementation has also been generalized to English with the annota-
tions produced by the NCBO Annotator. In both French and English, we 
believe we significantly enhanced the functionalities of the original 
annotators especially for annotating clinical data. Our team is collabo-
rating with the HEGP Hospital in Paris and the French INSERM (Na-
tional Institute of Health and Medical Research) at Nancy university 
hospital to exploit the SIFR Annotator in concrete medical research 
environments. In both cases, a local installation of the SIFR Annotator 
(including French FastContext) has been set up because of data access 
restrictions. In addition to medical annotation, our system will be able to 
filter out negated conditions and those experienced by someone other 
than the patient, track the patient history of medical events, therefore 
helping the medical experts analyze their clinical data. 

not taken care of spelling mistakes in the list of cues. This will be a future 
improvement. For now, users will need to rely on an external spelling 
corrector when preprocessing the text to annotate. As another example, 
the scope of lexical cues might need to be customized too. We found a 
small change in the scopes of frequent lexical cues can have a significant 
impact on performance. We believe the externalization of the rules 
provided by FastContext and thus the SIFR Annotator (possibly locally 
installed) made such customizations easily doable. 

Choice of ConText algorithm: Despite recently confirmed high 
performance obtained by state-of-the-art deep learning systems, in 
2016, but still today, the choice of ConText to contextualize clinical 
annotations within the SIFR Annotator was also strongly justified by the 
fact that it can be easily plugged in the existing workflow. The per- 
sentence approach and the regular expression methodology of NegEx/ 
ConText/FastContext were quite relevant for the SIFR Annotator. The 
additional processing can be included in the post-treatment step in order 
to add contextual features to the concepts annotated in previous steps 
(either direct annotations or semantically expanded ones). For instance, 
the SIFR Annotator can generate a negated annotation with the concept 
‘cancer’ (D009369) using MeSH hierarchy when the given text is “no 
sign of melanoma” because the concept ‘melanoma’ (D008545) has been 
directly identified in the text, then expanded with MeSH hierarchy and 
then negated. Another reason for that choice was the possibility to 
generalize the implementation done for the SIFR Annotator, to any 
NCBO-like annotator using a web service proxy architecture offering 
new functionalities (e.g., scoring [30]) by pre-processing of the input 
text and post-processing of the original results. Consequently, as pre-
sented in [46], the SIFR BioPortal now offers the possibility of querying 
the original English-text-based NCBO Annotator and contextualizes its 
annotations. The NCBO Annotator+ (http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/ncbo 
_annotatorplus) offers the same parameters, user interface and results 
but in the backend, relies on the original NCBO Annotator and its 
compiled dictionary from +800 English biomedical ontologies and 
terminologies.18 

Error analysis: We evaluated French FastContext and compared it 
with another available system for negation detection thanks to manually 
annotated death certificates and EHRs. Experimental evaluation shows 
that French FastContext obtains better results on both types of clinical 
narratives due to its extended list of lexical cues. However, error analysis 
conducted by comparing the gold standard corpus and the French 
FastContext results allowed us to identify 72 new trigger terms that were 
not present in our list of lexical cues. Obviously, these new trigger terms 
were not integrated in the version of French FastContext evaluated here 
but were later included within the available web service. All these new 
terms have equivalents in English that are not present in the original 
FastContext list of lexical cues. For example, the term “non identifié” 
was not present in our list because its direct English translation “un-
identified” was not present in the original FastContext list. Therefore, we 
may also enrich the original English version of FastContext by trans-
lating these new terms. However, we believe that adding more trigger 
terms should have a limited impact on the results (except for another 
kind of data). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that only few terms 
occur a large number of times while many terms occur a small number of 
times [8]. Finally, as all ConText-based systems, the performance of 
French FastContext depends on the quality of the text segmentation into 
sentences. In our evaluation, this segmentation was currently based on 
the presence of a full stop or a newline. However, we have observed this 
is not always the case in clinical narratives. Therefore, in the future, we 
are planning to use more developed sentence segmentation tools [5] and 
plug them in into the SIFR Annotator workflow.19 We could also use the 

18 Note that in 2019, Stanford has integrated the NCBO Annotator + in the 
original NCBO BioPortal (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotatorplus).  
19 We are currently working to include a StanfordNLP developed sentence 

segmentation component. 

http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/ncbo_annotatorplus
http://bioportal.lirmm.fr/ncbo_annotatorplus
http://unitexgramlab.org/
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotatorplus
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